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INTRODUCTION

This project is to provide a Feasibility Study for the Field & Game 
Australia site in Willomavin.  The vision for the project is to develop 
the site into a world class event complex with modern facilities for 
staff, members and the community, whilst ensuring a strong focus 
on conservation, sustainability and beauty of the location.

Field & Game Australia want to maximise the site for multiple 
purposes including:

 f Field & Game Australia National Head Office

 f Australian National Hunting Archives

 f Ability to host world class events 

 f Provide training, meetings and conferencing facilities 

 f Provide catering for members, the community and other clubs 

 f Provide flexibility in the concept plan to open the complex to 
new revenue streams whic include private events, weddings 
etc.

SITE DETAILS
The Field and Game Australia land holding of approximately  
200.4 Ha lis ocated at 345 Tantaraboo Road, Willowmavin.  The 
site is approximately 86 km from the Melbourne CBD and 13 km 
east of Kilmore.

PROPERTY DETAILS

Address
345 Tantaraboo Road, 
Willowmavin 3764

Crown description Allot. A3 Parish of Goldie

Standard parcel identifier 
(spi)

A3\PP2694

Local government area 
(Council):

Mitchell

KILMORE

MELBOURNE CBD
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The site has considerable natural features and amenity, with 
undulating hills, water courses and varying types and densities of 
vegetation. 

The site’s topography varies considerably. The northern, central 
and southern areas all possess different topographical character 
to each other.

The site’s current entrance is off Tantaraboo Road in the north-
east, and is the lowest point. 

The topography and landscape of the central part of the site is the 
flattest, with areas of gently sloping grass fields and pockets of 
trees and vegetation spread throughout.

The southern boundary features a long elevated ridge line with 
a gradual increase in elevation up to the highest point of the site 
(the south-western corner) which is approximately 100m above the 
lowest point. The majority of the southern portion of the site has 
dense vegetation and trees relative to the rest of the site.

The northern and north-western boundaries of the site possess the 
steepest changes in elevation and contain a series of valleys. The 
peaks of the hills are typically open and grassy, contrasting against 
the southern portion of the site. 

Natural watercourses exist, with water flowing from the west and 
northern boundaries towards the current site entrance.  These 
watercourses are typically flanked by vegetation. An existing dam 
is located near the current and only structure on the site.

Some of the site shows evidence of being exposed to bushfire 
in recent times.  An unsealed road currently exists leading to the 
existing structure, some existing shooting infrastructure such as 
shooting stations and throwers exists in portions of the site.

THE SITE
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PLANNING ZONES AND OVERLAYS
The site is zoned Farming Zone (FZ). It is likely a permit will be 
required for use and buildings and works for the development of 
the site.

The site is covered by the Bushfire Management Overlay (BMO).  
The following will need to be undertaken for the site:

 f A bushfire hazard site assessment 

 f A bushfire hazard landscape assessment 

 f A bushfire management statement

Part of the site is covered by an Environmental Audit Overlay 
(EAO).  This relates to the development of a ‘sensitive use’ which 
is not proposed on the site.

Part of the site is a known lead contamination area and is not 
suitable for development and is not suitable for sustainable 
development in the short-medium term.  

Erosion Management Overlay (EMO) overlay on the site may 
trigger a permit on some uses.

DRAINAGE
The site is located within Goulburn Broken Catchment 
Management Authority jurisdiction. All flows from the site outfall via 
a tributary of Mollisons Creek, a tributary of the Goulburn River, at 
the eastern site boundary, adjacent to the potential site entrance. 
The overall catchment to this outfall location is approximately 
450ha.

There are three main tributaries through the site that generally 
fall from west to east. The hills to the north and west of the site 
contribute a significant catchment to the tributaries, particularly 
in the low lying areas near the existing facilities. The drainage 
parameters for each of the main tributaries is are follows:

 f Northern tributary, ~180ha catchment, 10m3/s 1% AEP (100 
year) flow, (to northern wetland Option 1)

 f Western tributary, ~130ha catchment, 7m3/s 1% AEP flow 

 f South-western tributary, ~70ha catchment, 5m3/s 1% AEP 
flow (to central wetland Option 2)

Note : The Eastern wetland Option 3 is located at the confluence 
of the three tributaries 
Note: This information is based on Lidar contours and ARR19 
Regional Flood Frequency Estimation Modelling. 

 f Based on catchment analysis three locations have been 
nominated as potential sites for habitat wetlands. 

 f The wetland sites were chosen based on sufficient upstream 
catchment areas to supply regular flows, low lying ground with 
minimal existing tree canopy based on site visual inspection, 
proximity to proposed site infrastructure and features. 

SITE ANALYSIS
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TANTARABOOOO ROAD

10.7 km

The site is typically isolated from most of the service authorities 
systems. As such generally the site will require independent 
service installations or until the development reaches critical mass 
to afford connection to mains supply. As such, latest technology 
and top level environmental off grid applications are required to 
be reviewed as part of future designs, future technologies and 
authority approvals.

SEWER
No sewer is available within the vicinity of the site, the closest 
connection is 10.7km from the site at Kilmore’s Sewer Treatment 
Plant. The connection of sewer to the site would be expensive to 
undertake, therefore the recommendation of sewer septic system 
to meet the requirements of the development. A Land Capability 
Assessment is to be undertaken to determine the requirements 
and suitability of the site for septic system.

WATER
There nearest reticulate potable water supply is 10.7km away in 
Kilmore. To provide reticulated water from GVW’s system will be a 
major project. The options for this site include tank system meeting 
the requirements of the building and planning code, whereby water 
is delivered as required to a bulk storage system with additional 
top up of non-drinking supplies through rain water harvesting. 

Additionally or alternatively, depending on quality, water could 
access an aquifer through a bore system, further investigation is 
required to determine salinity and other characteristics to meet the 
required water quality for such a development.

GAS
There is no gas available to the site. Generally in isolated 
developments a Gas ‘Bullet’ tank system is installed to provide 
bulk LP gas supply then reticulated to the usage points in the 
buildings and services area.

ELECTRICITY
SPAusnet is the Authority for supply of Power in the Region. 
Currently the low voltage (LV) power is supplied to site from 
Tantaraboo Road. The proposal for the site will require 3 phase 
power supply, which requires the power supply to be upgraded 
from the overhead supply lines. There is opportunity to provide 
solar power to the development and feed back into the grid.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The telecommunications for the site, for voice and data, is not 
available other than 3G Mobile Network or standalone satellite. 
For the development, NBN pit and conduit will not be installed due 
to distance from a connection point, so a suitable connection via 
mobile or satellite technology will be recommended as the solution 
to service the property.

SITE ACCESS AND ROAD NETWORK
The site is accessed from the East on Tantarabo Road. The site 
can also be accessed by minor tracks to other part of the property. 
The road leading to the site is single lane asphalt paved, which 
will limit access and produce congested traffic in major events. 
A secondary access will be required for major events, this will 
require further investigation, but our proposal enables a ring road 
for vehicles to enter and exit the site a two different points. The 
sites terrain is generally hilly, the main entry exit roads in the site 
will follow flatter contour sections of the property. This dual lane 
road will enable vehicles to pass each other unheeded, the road 
will initially be crush road gravel and culminate to full asphalt once 
the development requires this level of road access. Other tracks 
around the property will be of gravel nature with widths and grades 
to be determined to match the intended use and minimise impacts 
on the surround environments. Fire access and tracks will be 
determined in conjunction with CFA. Parking, deliveries and vehicle 
storage areas will be developed in accordance

SERVICES

Subject site

Kilmore Treatment Facility

Potential Sewer Rising Main

LEGEND
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OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

The wetlands have been proposed as systems offline to the main 
tributary to ensure that environmental base flows can continue 
to supplement biodiversity and ecology in the downstream 
watercourses. As an offline system the wetland will be protected 
from everyday flood flows to ensure resilience of aquatic planting. 
The wetlands will be designed as a well vegetated macrophyte 
zone with pockets of open water bodies but generally dense 
aquatic plants. This will help foster the habitat and ecosystem of 
native flora and fauna in line with the conservation objectives of 
Field and Game Australia and enhance the amenity of the site and 
facilities. 

The wetland design will include a low flow diversion of creek flows 
(above the environmental flow rate) to allow wetland top up and a 
relatively permanent water body. During design, a water balance 
model will be undertaken to establish a wetting-drying regime for 
the wetlands. This will help to confirm the size of each wetland 
that is sustainable based on catchment and inflows. Based on 
preliminary calculations the wetland sizes are as follows:

 f Option 1 northern wetland 1.0-1.5ha

 f Option 2 central wetland 0.25-0.5ha

 f Option 3 eastern wetland 2.0-2.5ha 

The offline wetland design configuration will be similar to the 
schematic design shown above with an inlet pool (1), dense 
aquatic vegetation in shallow marsh zone (2) and an outlet pool (3) 
where flows can overflow back into the creek. 

Option 1 - Northern Wetland

 f Located within the existing Kilmore Club location

 f Not suitable for co location with clubhouse and static ranges

 f Opportunity for this wetland to be provided as a second 
wetland for 365 shooting or to be incorporated into a sporting 
clay layout

Option 2 - Central Wetland

 f Opportunity for co location with clubhouse and static ranges

 f Central to the site

 f Can work with the northern wetland

Option 3 - Eastern Wetland

 f Opportunity for co location with clubhouse

 f At the entry of the site, and could be used as an entry 
statement

 f Can not be created in conjunction with the central or northern 
wetland

There are multiple options for the clubhouse location.  Prioritising 
views, co location with the wetland and the static ranges has been 
established through site visits.

Use Details

Reception Desk  f Information

 f Entry

 f Nearby change rooms/bathrooms 
for public use

Training/Theory/
Conference Rooms

 f Flexible room (120 seats)

 f Can be 4 x rooms (30 seats)

 f Uses

 f Hunting, sport and 
professional firearm safety 
education

 f Coaching

 f Development camps

 f Bug Blitz programmes

 f Council Meetings, AGM;s

Revenue opportunities: room hire and 
coaching

Boardroom  f 20 seats

Revenue opportunities: room hire and 
coaching

Field and Game 
Head Office and 
Administration

 f 2 x offices

 f 10 x open stations

‘Clubhouse’  f Exclusive carpeted lounge

 f Seating areas lounges

 f Dining tables

 f Fireplace

 f Pool-table,

 f Bar

 f Members only change rooms

Revenue opportunities: food and drink

‘Clubhouse Entry’  f Gun cleaning bench

WETLANDS CLUBHOUSE BUILDING

Use Details

Gun Storage 
Facilities/Locker 
Room

 f Secured individual lockers for 
members (80 lockers)

 f Day use lockers for visitors (6-10 
lockers) 

Gunsmith  f Part time employee

 f Assistance for shooters and 
repairs, maintenance and rebuilds

 f Monitored secure ‘day storage’ for 
guns and ammunition

Gallery/Exhibition 
Space

 f Glass cabinets for hunting history 
and current conservation and 
hunting practices 

 f Display in glass cylinder at bottom 
of grassland and fox/quail, ducks 
then aerial ducks flying as natural 
habitat feature

 f A wall mural of shooter, target 
shooting (sporting clay) pictorial 

Archive / Records 
Management Storage

 f Make available to public and 
members through electronic 
access online

 f FGA & ANHA keen to Museum Vic 
certification.

 f Consolidated storage space & 
house archives

 f Office for public access and 
research

 f Catalogue and data management

 f Stabilise aged and taxidermy 
items

 f Collection centralised and 
preserved

Revenue opportunities: access files 
and documents

Use Details

Cafe  f Small outlet to provide food 
and drinks (to staff, visitors and 
members during daily operating 
hours 

Revenue opportunity: profit

Function Room  f Function room for Weddings, 
Conferences, National 
presentations, Business and 
Entertainment, 

 f Flexible space rooms (1200 seats)

 f Can be 4 rooms of 300 
people

Revenue opportunity: profit from 
functions

Commercial Kitchen  f Outdoor and indoor events

Retail Sales and  
Merchandise Outlet

 f Apparel / clothing, memberships, 
accessories, ammo, clays, hats, 
equipment (traps), diaries / 
corporate gear

 f Corporate partner agreements of 
exclusivity.

First Aid Room  f Prioritising health and safety

A number of land uses and activities have been provided by Field and Game Australia and developed over time.  These include the 
following:

Offline wetland schematic (Source: Melbourne Water)
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SHOOTING ACCOMMODATION OTHER USES AND FACILITIES SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES
Shooting activities should be prioritised in the development of the 
concept plan.  Static activities should be on the flattest part of the 
site and co located with the wetland and club house.  

Use Details

Trap Range (outdoor)

Auto release – Voice 
activated, token 
operated

 f 2x Down-the-line (DTL) layouts

 f 2x ISSF spec Trench layouts

 f Double trap

Skeet Range 
(outdoor)

Auto release – Voice 
activated, token 
operated

 f 2 x Layouts

 f Provide infrastructure for night 
shooting

Sporting Clays - 9 
total

 f 8 x new layout

 f 5 x shooting stations per 
layout

 f 3 x traps per station

 f Retain existing Kilmore Club 
layout

 f 2 x ‘5 stand’ layouts

Undercover Outdoor 
Range

 f Fixed firing points

 f 100m range

Indoor Range  f Indoor rifle and pistol

 f 10 x lanes - 20m/50m with 
interacting technology and 
returning targets

 f Indoor shotgun field

 f Trap, skeet and ‘5 stand’

Shoothouse  f Indoor training scenario/simulator

 f For individual or groups

 f Child friendly simulator

There are multiple options for the varying accommodation types in 
different locations.  There is an opportunity to provide a dedicated 
area that is away, and safe from shooting activities.  

Use Details

Cabins  f 10 x Cabins

Camping  f 10 x powered sites

 f 20 x non powered sites

 f Potential area for 200+ for 
festivals

Bathroom Facilities  f Eco detached block of toilets

 f 4 x men

 f 4 x women

Mess Hall  f Waste stations 

 f Cooking Facilities

Other uses and facilities to include:

Use Details

Festival Space  f Area designated for festivals 
such as music, car club shows, 
paddock to plate fairs, game and 
hunting expos etc

Car Parking  f Asphalt area immediate to Main 
Building entry 50x spaces 

 f Gravel area for Cabins and 
Camping area immediate to sites

 f Gravel area for major events & 
weddings approx. 210 spaces

 f Parking for carnivals and major 
events in addition to the 300 
spaces above, will be on zones 
grassed areas allocated and 
marked as required 

Walking Tracks and 
Trails

 f There is opportunity to include a 
series of walking/hiking trails at 
varying difficulty

Opportunities for environmentally sustainable initiatives include:

Initiative Opportunities

Energy  f Investigate opportunities for 
renewable energy such as solar 
panels for energy requirements

 f Building to be sited to provide 
passive warming and cooling

Waste  f On site recycling

 f On site composting and use for re 
vegetation of land

Water  f Capture water on site for use

 f Recycle water

Transport  f Use of electric cars/buses/4 wheel 
bikes to access sporting clay 
layouts and site

 f Encourage walking to layouts

Habitat  f Re generation of habitat for native 
fauna

 f Re vegetate site with native flora

 f Limit works around sensitive 
habitats

Materials  f Opportunity to use recycled 
materials in construction

 f Use local materials to reduce 
‘material miles’

Food and Beverage  f Use local produce in clubhouse to 
reduce ‘food miles’

 f Clubhouse to limit use of single 
use plastics

Shooting Activities  f World class leadership through 
the removal of led ammunition

 f Work with a university/
PHD student to remove led 
contamination through vegetation
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The ability to undertake activities on the site in regards to the 
topography are:

Use Requested Activities Potential Activities

Flat + 
Open

Potential location for 
Trap, Down-The-Line, 
Skeet, Simulated Field, 
Shoot-House, camping 
sites and car parking

Trail walking, cross-country 
mountain biking, eco 
friendly paint ball field, 
outdoor rock climbing 
tower, outdoor archery, trail 
orienteering, glamping

Flat + 
Wooded

Potential location for 
Simulated Field, main 
building

Trail walking, cross-country 
mountain biking, eco 
friendly paint ball field, 
outdoor rock climbing 
tower, outdoor archery, trail 
orienteering, glamping

Hilly + 
Open

Potential location for 
Simulated Field, main 
building, potential 
location for outdoor 
shooting range (nested 
within natural valley)

Trail walking, cross-country 
mountain biking, eco 
friendly paint ball field, 
outdoor rock climbing 
tower, outdoor archery, trail 
orienteering

Hilly + 
Wooded

Potential location for 
Simulated Field, main 
building

Trail walking, cross-country 
Mountain Biking, eco 
friendly paint ball field, 
outdoor rock climbing 
tower, outdoor archery, trail 
orienteering

Steep + 
Open

Potential location for 
Simulated Field, trail 
walking, non shooting 
related activities

Trail walking, cross-country 
mountain biking, trail 
orienteering

Steep + 
Wooded

Potential location for 
bush craft, VicPol 
activities

Trail walking, cross-country 
Mountain Biking, trail 
orienteering

Wetland Option 1

 f Suitable for location for shooting activities

 f Be incorporated into sporting clay layout

 f Not suitable for sustainability and 
education initiatives due to contamination

Wetland Option 2

 f Suitable for sustainability and education 
activities 

 f Can be co located with static shooting 
activities and clubhouse

Wetland Option 3

 f Suitable for sustainability and education 
activities 

 f Can be co located with clubhouse

 f Close to entrance

 f Unlikely static shooting activities can be 
located in this area

Clubhouse Locations

 f Opportunity to align clubhouse to 
prominent view lines

 f Opportunity to co locate clubhouse with 
wetlands

 f Opportunity to co locate clubhouse with 
static shooting activities

Static Shooting Activities

 f Generally only one location for static 
shooting activities

 f Layouts need to respond to slope and 
direction of sun 

Sporting Clays

Six ‘zone types’ have been identified within 
the site based on topography (flat, hilly, steep) 
and existing vegetation (open and grassy or 
wooded). 

 f Flat + Open

 f Flat + Wooded

 f Hilly + Open

 f Hilly + Wooded

 f Steep + Open

 f Steep + Wooded

 f Existing Kilmore Club to remain without 
disruption

Accommodation

 f Opportunity for accommodation areas to 
be located away from shooting activities

 f Accommodation should be located on flat 
ground 

Site entry options
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VISION AND PRINCIPLES

Shooting stations and infrastructure will 
be located in areas of the site to ensure 
a variety of dynamic and challenging 
environments for all skill levels.

Site layout and design will be done in order 
to provide the most amount of flexibility for 
the widest range of activities. Willowmavin 
will become a destination for many things 
outside of Field & Game’s primary activities.

The urban design will reflect Field & 
Game’s commitment to the preservation 
of natural resources by ensuring that site’s 
development and usage minimises impact 
on native vegetation.

The site will function as a way for exercising 
the skills crucial to the ethical hunting of 
animals within a controlled environment.

The development of the wetland will 
become a key feature within the education 
of Australia’s flora and fauna to local school 
children.

The inclusion of a wetland will ensure that 
the site provides an opportunity for native 
waterfowl and wildlife to thrive, supporting 
local biodiversity in the area.

CONSERVATION

VISION

PRINCIPLES

HUNTING CLAY TARGET

WATERFOWL AND 
WILDLIFE

ETHICAL HUNTING
MAINTAIN 

MARKSMANSHIP
EDUCATION

PROTECTION OF LAND 
RESOURCES

COMMUNITY 
INVOLVEMENT

The following principles are led by Field and Games three corporate and pillars and the overall vision for the site. The principles are to 
guide the Concept Plan of the site.

“   THE FIELD & GAME AUSTRALIA HEADQUARTERS AT  WILLOMAVIN IS TO BE 
DEVELOPED INTO A WORLD CLASS EVENT COMPLEX”

VISION AND PRINCIPLES
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DESIGN SCENARIOS
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1 Non-Clay Shooting Activities

Non-Clay Shooting Activities

PERIMETER LAYOUT
The main building and wetland are located centrally within the site 
with non-shooting activities adjacent. Shooting areas are located 
to the edge of the site.

CENTRAL LAYOUT
The main building, wetland and shooting areas are located within 
the centre of the site. Non-shooting activities are located to the 
edge of the site.

LINEAR LAYOUT
The main building, wetland and non-shooting activities located in 
the central flat areas. Shooting areas are generally located to the 
north and south of the site in the hilly and steep areas.

No
n-

Clay Shooting Activities

SITE SCHEMATICS

Clubhouse

Wetland

Sporting Clay Layouts

Non Clay Shooting Activities

Static Shooting Activities

LEGEND
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SCENARIO 1 -  CENTRAL LAYOUT | 
PERIMETER LAYOUT

Scenario 1 has been developed to centralise and combine all 
activities into one location.  This co location of major land uses is 
to promote ‘club life’ and enjoyment of the complex and ensure 
there is activity and people during all times of the day.

WETLAND
Two wetlands have been provided, one to be incorporated into a 
sporting clay layout and one used for environmental education, 
passive recreation and members enjoyment.

CLUB HOUSE
The clubhouse has been co located with the wetland and the 
static shooting ranges to encourage activity in this location.  The 
northern aspect looks over the wetland and views across the site, 
whilst the southern aspect looks over the static shooting ranges for 
spectators and enjoyment of members.

Close access to the static shooting activities ensure staff can 
easily monitor members and guests using the facilities.

SHOOTING
Static shooting activities (Trap/Skeet and Outdoor Range) have 
been located south of the club house.  The layouts have been 
based on the Sydney International Shooting Centre.  The ranges 
are orientated to provide Olympic standard solar orientation.

The sporting clay layouts would be generally positioned in circular 
formation where the clubhouse sits in the middle.  This allows for 
easy access to all layouts.  Sporting clay layout locations will be 
refined in the concept plan.

ACCOMMODATING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES
The cabins, camping, mess hall and festival areas have been 
located on the northern side of the wetland with clear connection 
to the clubhouse.

The location between the two creek lines give this area a clear 
delineation between shooting and non shooting areas.   

Note:  Due to site constraints and similarities the schematic 
perimeter and central layout have been combined.

SCHEMATIC MAP

Activity Hub

Camping and 
Accommodation

Wetland 

Clubhouse and static 
shooting activities

CAMPING AREAS

MESS HALL

CLUBHOUSE
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SCENARIO 2 - LINEAR LAYOUT

Scenario 2 has been developed in a more linear layout with a 
larger wetland option being used.  The wetland at the site entry 
provides a sense of arrival.

The static shooting activities and club house have been co located 
with a festival space and amphitheatre connecting the two.

WETLAND
The larger wetland option has been used.  It is linear in form and 
begins at the site entry. 

CLUB HOUSE
The clubhouse has been co located with the static shooting 
ranges to encourage activity in this location.  The northern aspect 
looks over the site, whilst the southern aspect looks over the static 
shooting ranges for spectators and enjoyment of members.

Close access to the static shooting activities ensures staff can 
easily monitor members and guests using the facilities.

SHOOTING
Static shooting activities (Trap/Skeet and Outdoor Range) have 
been located south of the club house.  The layouts have been 
based on the Sydney International Shooting Centre.  The ranges 
are orientated to provide Olympic standard solar orientation.

The sporting clay layouts would be generally positioned in circular 
formation where the clubhouse sits in the middle.  This allows for 
easy access to all layouts.  Sporting clay layout locations will be 
refined in the concept plan.

ACCOMMODATION AND OTHER ACTIVITIES
Camping has been located across the site in different locations 
for accommodation diversity.  The locations pick up view lines and 
some close to amenity depending on the type of accommodation 
required.  The mess hall and other activities have been located 
between the wetland and the clubhouse to promote activity 
between them.

SCHEMATIC MAP
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Clubhouse and static 
shooting activities
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CONCEPT PLAN
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CONCEPT PLAN

Hike Trails

 f 8 km of hiking trails around the edge of the site

Walking Trails

 f 3 km walk that can be used 365 days of the 
year without interruption to shooting activities

Existing Kilmore Club Sporting Clay Layout 

 f Can be used independently for Kilmore Club 
activities

Northern Wetland

 f Can be used within a Sporting Clay layout on 
a permanent basis or be used as a ‘shooting’ 
wetland

Sporting Clay Layouts

Meeting Points

 f Designated meeting points at sporting clay 
layouts to marshal and competitors to walk 
from this location

Designated non shooting area

Shelter and Bbq areas

Cabins

 f Cabins provided on the creek line between the 
two creeks

Amphitheatre

 f Amphitheatre to hold large events such as 
concerts and festivals

The Greens

 f The Greens can be used for smaller events, 
camping and overflow event space

 f Open to the public on non event days for BBQ 
and enjoyment

 f Can be used for school camps etc

Playground

 f Located next to The Greens

Mess Hall

 f Mess Hall centrally located between The 
Greens 

 f Can be used for Bug Blitz and school aged 
activities

 f Provides cooking facilities for foodie events

Members Lawn

 f Members lawn to be used for members 
functions and larger private functions within the 
clubhouse such as weddings and events

Clubhouse

 f Central to the site

 f Provides all required facilitates

Southern Wetland

 f Non shooting wetland

 f To be used for habitat and educational 
purposes

 f Provides amenity to the clubhouse

Shoothouse

Undercover Outdoor Range

Trap and Skeet Layouts
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THE CLUBHOUSE
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 SCHEDULE OF AREA ALLOCATION PROJECT NO.7524  --  JANUARY 2020

MAIN BUILDING

Reception Desk / Information Station 1 30 m2 30
Training / Theory Rooms / Conference 4 45 180 m2 Seat 30 people 4x rooms into 1x large room (120 people) 90 90
Boardroom 1 40 40 m2 Seat 20 people 40

 10x Open Stations 10 6 60 m2 60
Members 'Breezeway' Clubhouse 200 2 400 m2 400

Office / Repairs 1 15 15 m2 15
Day Store 1 20 20 m2 20

Gun Storage Facilities - Lockers 1 30 30 m2 Approx. 90 lockers 80x Member lockers + 6-10 Visitor Lockers 30
Historical displays / Memorabilia / Entry Display 1 50 50 m2 50
Archive / Records Management Storage 1 50 50 m2 50
Café 50 2 100 m2 100

Shop 1 40 40 m2 40
Store 1 10 10 m2 10

Staff Toilets 1 20 20 m2 20
Visitor Toilets 1 40 40 m2 40
First-aid room (small office) 1 10 10 m2 10

SUBTOTAL m2

Circulation @ 25% 274 m2

Total Floor Area m2

FUNCTION CENTRE

Function Room / Social / Entertainment area 1200 1.5 1800 m2 Seat 120 people Partition into 4x rooms 1800
Foyer 1 500 500 m2 500
Toilets 1 100 100 m2 100
Kitchen 1 250 250 m2 250
Balcony 1 100 100 m2 100

Stores 1 20 20 m2 20

SUBTOTAL m2

Circulation @ 25% 668 m2

Total Floor Area m2

STAGE 2 STAGE 3NOTES

Administration / Head Office FGA

Gunsmith Services

AREA NAME TO ACCOMMODATE
ALLOCATION

TOTAL
AREA

UNIT 

AREA
QTY

NOTES STAGE 1

1,095

1,369

STAGE 1

Retail Sales and Merchandise Outlet

2,670

3,338

STAGE 2 STAGE 3
QTY

UNIT 

AREA
TOTAL
AREA

AREA NAME
ALLOCATION
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EDUCATION/TRAINING SCHOOL EDUCATION

ELEMENTS
CONSERVATION

WATERFOWL AND 
WILDLIFE

WATERFOWL WILDLIFE

The concept plan introduces new wetlands to provide 
habitat for waterfowl on site.

The northern wetland will provide ‘open water’ for 
shooting activities.  This wetland has the potential to 
be a permanent part of one of sporting shooting clay 
layouts or separated a separate shooting activity.

The clubhouse has rooms to provide waterfowl 
identification testing (revenue opportunity).

The southern wetland provides a board walk and 
interpretive signage for the enjoyment and education 
students and non shooters and the local community 
on waterfowl and sustainable shooting practises.  

Re-vegetation of creek corridors and wetlands to 
provide habitat aquatic, macro and invertebrates

Re-vegetation/tree planting to provide habitat for 
birds

Planting of trees along formalised roads to provide 
shade and shelter for pedestrians and habitat for 
animals

Opportunity to work with universities/PHD students to 
remove lead contamination through planting.  Initial 
research has found that lead contamination can be 
cleaned up through grassy vegetation that absorbs 
heavy metals over a 6-10 year period.

Provide tree species that encourage birds into the 
site

Clubhouse to offer training such as:

 f Dog training and retrieving trials (dogs)

 f Shotgun Education Programmes

 f Private training and education (revenue 
opportunity)

 f Training for emergency services personnel

Training opportunities on static layouts for Trap and 
Skeet (revenue opportunity) 

Potentially set aside one sporting clay layout for 
training purposes near clubhouse

Open space network and trails to be used for fitness 
training and outdoor training for emergency services 
and other organisations - over 10km of trails

Provide educational and interpretive signage around 
the southern wetland

Gallery/Exhibition space to be open to the public to 
come and learn about shooting history and practises.

Provide permanent education area in the Mess 
Hall for Bug Blitz programmes and for educational 
purposes

Local schools and education providers to hold 
camps on non shooting days.  Shelters and BBQs to 
be provided in central locations.

Provide safe environment for school shooting 
championships

Provide areas for school cross country along the 
trails

Provide areas for horse riding camps/education at 
certain times of the year

NORTHERN 
WETLAND

SOUTHERN 
WETLAND

EDUCATION
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PROTECTION OF LAND SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES

ELEMENTS
HUNTING

LAYOUT DIVERSITY INFORMATION

Sporting clay layouts have been located to provide 
diversity of topography and vegetation to mimic 
differing hunting environments. 

Differing layouts will simulates the unpredictability of 
live shooting, offering a great variety of trajectories, 
angles, speeds, elevations, distances, and target 
sizes.

Marshalling points have been designed to ensure 
field etiquette is upheld during events.  These points 
are easy to access via vehicle and competitors, 
shooters can walk in to the layout.

Within the gallery/exhibition space, have information 
about ethical hunting.

Use the meeting space for education purposes on 
the principles of ethical hunting for shooting visitors;  
understanding animals habitat, treating animals fairly 
and with respect and obeying the law.

The mess hall; BBQ areas and festival areas to be 
used for events on how to cook your game, using all 
of the animal and game food festivals.

Ensure the development of the land protects the 
hydrological and habitat of the land.

Construction of buildings and facilities should have 
minimal impact to the site and be located in the  
central hub.

Energy

 f Investigate opportunities to use renewable 
energy sources  

 f Ensure building are designed for passive 
warming and cooling

Water

 f Use tank systems to provide water for toilet 
flushing and open space watering 

 f Investigate recycled water on site for open space

Waste 

 f Minimise single use items in the clubhouse

 f Incorporate composting systems on site

 f Ensure recycling options are available in open 
space areas

ETHICAL HUNTING
PROTECTION OF LAND 

RESOURCES
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MEMBERS NON MEMBERS

ELEMENTS
CLAY TARGET

DIFFERING ENVIRONMENTS STATIC LAYOUT TRAINING

Sporting Clay Layouts provide a variety of dynamic 
and challenging environments for all skill levels

Indoor Range and Shoothouse provides a safe 
environment for trap, skeet, ‘5 stand’ and target or 
game simulation for practice and refining skills.

Static fields location or trap and skeet allow 356 
days a year use without interruption to sporting clay 
activities.

Land uses have been centrally located to provide 
a hub where people meet and move off to their 
destination.  This will promote membership and 
encourage ‘club life’ through:

 f Social connection with people of similar interests

 f Environment feels like a warm hug with an old 
friend every time you walk in

 f Respite from everyday life

 f Provides activities that members want to 
undertake

Members Lawn provides an area for functions and 
activities with connection to the clubhouse and 
wetland.

Clubhouse looks over wetland and static shooting 
activities.

The clubhouse is located to ensure a central meeting 
location and access to all sporting clay layouts.

Local Community can use the wetland and northern 
‘greens’ 365 days of the year without interruption to 
shooting activities

Local community can access the clubhouse cafe for 
food and beverages.

Local community can utilise the ‘small walk’ 3km

MAINTAIN 
MARKSMANSHIP

COMMUNITY 
INVOLVEMENT
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NEXT STEPS


